C L E M E N T I N E L U M I A 			

30.11.1996

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
Passionate, ambitious and motivated. Well-versed in both technical
and conceptual skills focusing on honest aesthetics which encourages
mindful spaces.
My designs are formed from conceptual research, mixed media and
model-making process. Experienced in the analysis of architectural
work and finding pragmatic design solutions, I develop emotional
and anthropological based concepts with a delicate approach. I find
creative inspiration derived mainly from various art and artists.

2020 - 2022

2015 - 2016

+41 78 694 48 20

SKILLS

ZUYD HOGESCHOOL MAASTRICHT ACADEMY OF ARCHITECTURE
MA Interior Architecture
Degree Granted - Cum Laude

LANGUAGES

FLORENCE INSTITUTE OF DESIGN INTERNATIONAL
BA (Hons) Interior Design - Credited by the University of Chester.
Degree Granted with honors.

2001 - 2015

UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS LONDON
CAMBERWELL COLLEGE OF ARTS
Foundation in Art & Design.
Degree Granted.

2001 - 2015

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF GENEVA
Studied at higher level: History / Art / English
Studied at lower level: French / Biology / Math
Bilingual IB Granted.

www.clemlumia.com
clem.lumia@gmail.com

EDUCATION

French
English
Italian
TECHNICAL

Autocad
Archicad
Sketchup
3Dsmax
Rhinoceros
Dialux
KeyShot
Photoshop
Indesign
Illustrator
Lightroom
Vray
TwinMotion
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COURSES-EXHIBITIONS-COMPETITIONS

EXPERIENCE
JANUARY - JULY
2020

STUDIO DAVID THULSTRUP
Interior Architecture internship of 6 months. Worked
in the Retail and Residential Department. 3 projects in
each department: CAD, renderings and concept research.
COPENHAGEN, DK.

AUGUST - DECEMBER
2019

PRIVATE CLIENT
Freelance work: Interior architecture consulting, CAD &
creation of interior renderings; House - GENEVA, CH.

OCT. - DECEMBER
2018

PRIVATE CLIENT
Freelance work: Interior architecture consulting & creation
of interior renderings; House - CAIRO, EG.

JUNE - JULY
2018

GUTKNECHT JÄGER ARCHITEKTUR
Architecture & Interior Design internship of two months.
Creation of the compagny brochure. Worked on the
architecture of a storage building and Interior of a tennis
club house. ZURICH, CH.

FEBRUARY
2012
2014

ART GENEVE
Art work exhibited at the contemporary art exhibition, LGB area.
Palexpo Geneva

2015

SOMNANG ART EXHIBIT
Art work created to raise money for children in Cambodia.

2015

IBVA
International Baccalaureate Visual Art Vernissage.

2022

JULY 2017

STUDIO TRICOT
Interior Design internship of 2 weeks. Creation of mood
boards and materials boards. Research and consulting.
FLORENCE, IT.

2014 - 2015

ART SUPPORT
Private Art tutor at the International School of Geneva.
Helped students with learning new techniques and increase
of skills. GENEVA, CH.

2013 - 2014

clem.lumia@gmail.com
+41 78 694 48 20

ART CLASS ASSISTANT
Volunteer art class assistant at the International School of
Geneva. 6-7 year old students. GENEVA, CH.

CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS - UAL
Short Course - Introduction to Fashion Design.

NOMINATION
The Euregional Prize for Architecture
(EAP - Meuse-Rhine Euregion) Schunck 2022

PUBLICATIONS
AUGUST
2021

DEZEEN MAGAZINE
Final bachelor project featured in the category Dezeen School
Shows - showcasing the world’s best architecture and design
students : “Ten interior design projects by Florence Institute of
Design International students”
https://www.dezeen.com/schoolshows

SEPTEMBER
2022

ZOUT MAGAZINE
Master thesis project featured in the cultural regional magazine
; Zout Magazine: “Nieuwe Architecten in Beeld” - “De Stad Als
Bloemwinkel”
Released: Netherlands, issue of September 2022 (dutch)
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elmar kleuters

To whom it may concern.

Aachen, 26th August, 2022
Clémentine Lumia / Letter of recommendation

As a member of the Maastricht Architecture Academy's teaching staff I had the responsibilty, the privilege and the
pleasure, to accompany Clémentine during her two years of the Master program.
The first study year was constituted by three consecutive design projects, that one after the other performed a
tour through the region. From Maastricht over Liège to Aachen three different spatial and cultural situations gave
specific contexts for specific contentual questions:
The design of an enclosed garden in Maastricht's nearby hilly meadows asked for an intimate dialogue with the
peculiar landscape's givens. How to settle, what to include, what to exclude, how to build up the framed freedom,
that an enclosed garden longs for?
LIège's Boulevard de la Constitution came along without given program. The student was asked to find out - by
research, by field work, by observation and imagination - what was to be done. By means of montages the place's
concreteness was overlayed with potential additions or eliminations - straightforward or utopian alterations - that
were to lay open the place's past, present and potential future(s).
A soup kitchen, the third design assignment, was to shed new light on a somewhat deteriorated icon from
architectural history: Fronleichnam Church, a 1930s choreography of ascetic white cubes in Aachen's rougher
East Side - having a basement, half forgotten, waiting to be opened up with good spirits, good smells and good
architectural recipes for a place of welcome and warmth.
Clémentine mastered all assignments successfully with her very personality to speak out of each work as what
must be named: authorship.
With an inner motivation to find out, to have works come out of work, Clémentine came to architectonic solutions,
that were thoughtful and sensuous. The design process was playful, naturally integrating methods of architectural
and artistic research alike. The makings mirror the specifics of the given context and its spatial and non-spatial
aspects with precision, yet without limiting themselves to what is all too obvious. There is always a delicacy clarity and depth, casualness and control, technicality and poetry - that subtly comes as a surprise.

Elmar Kleuters Dipl.Ing. Architekt Von-Görschen-Straße 6 D-52066 Aachen fon 0241 505921 grafenkleuters@t-online.de

elmar kleuters

'A Flower Shop' is the telling title of Clémentine's Master project, that - being a self conceived assignment - calls
up quite a number of her young authorship's characteristic attitudes. The Flower Shop can be seen as a fertile
research of the earlier projects' motives and a new search for a complexity in a (seemingly) simple setting. It is
about a flower, it is about a shop. It takes courage to devote a year's time to what often is refered to as low profile,
commercial, all too ordinary - a shop. And: to have this very ordinaryness blossom up with some unexpected
beautitude - a naturality of organisation and materialisation resulting in a sublimation, something extraordinary!
To end up with how it begins:
Working with Clémentine was a pleasure. I can recommend Clémentine with best conscience to all practices, that
have an interest in extraordinary expertise and talent.

With best regards

Elmar Kleuters
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